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232a Monday, February 9, 2015part of this work, we modified the AMBER-99 all-atom molecular dynamics
force-field parameters to accurately capture the van der Waals interaction be-
tween the atoms of the nucleobases and graphene. We rescaled the size of
the graphene carbon and nucleobase atoms to match the graphene-nucleobase
interaction energy profile in vacuum obtained using DFT calculations, and
further rescaled the interaction energies to reproduce the binding free-
energies in water obtained through ITC experiments. Our results provide a
quantitative understanding of nucleobase-graphene interactions, and also build
a platform to understand ssDNA binding to graphene surfaces, duplex forma-
tion at the graphene-water interface and their subsequent release to the bulk.
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DNA G-quadruplexes in human telomeres and gene promoters are being exten-
sively studied for their role in controlling the growth of cancer cells. They are
also predicted to exist in the guanine (G)-rich genes encoding pre-ribosomal
RNA (pre-rRNA), which are transcribed in the cell’s nucleolus. Recent studies
strongly suggest that these sequences are a potential anticancer target through
the inhibition of RNA polymerase I (Pol I) in ribosome biogenesis. The struc-
tures of ribosomal G-quadruplexes at atomic resolution are unknown and very
little biophysical characterization has been performed on them. In the present
study, we have modeled two putative rDNA structures, NUC19P and
NUC23P, which adopt a predominantly parallel topology (circular dichroism
(CD) spectroscopy), and their counterpart rRNA, reminiscent of the analogous
telomeric quadruplex structures. One of the sequences, NUC19, showed a mi-
nor CD signature consistent with an antiparallel topology and was also modeled
(NUC19A). To validate and refine the putative ribosomal G-quadruplex struc-
tures, we performed all-atom molecular dynamics (MD) simulations for 100
and 500 ns in the presence and absence of stabilizing Kþ or Naþ ions, respec-
tively. We introduce two novel metrics for quantifying the relative stability of
the G-quadruplex tetrads: 1) the center of mass base-to-base distance between
diagonal guanines, and 2) the torsional angle between four guanines. Our rela-
tive free energy profiles show that the rDNA G-quadruplex structures are more
stable than rRNA and NUC19P is more stable than NUC23P, which features
extended loops. The antiparallel topology was determined to be a disordered
configuration due to the lack of planarity after the simulation. Our study sug-
gests that NUC19 and NUC23 form stable, predominantly parallel-topology
G-quadruplexes. These well-defined structures are potential nucleolar targets
for the design of novel chemotherapeutics.
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G-quadruplex is of interest due to its appearance in the telomere sequence, the
oncogene promoter region, etc. Its diffusion and change of structure, especially
under high viscosity, are important for understanding its dynamics. We present
the difference in the diffusion dynamics of the G-rich DNA sequence between
single-strand DNA (ssDNA) and G-quadruplex in polyethylene glycol (PEG)
solutions. The nanoviscosity effect is observed according to PEG’s molecular
weight. In the PEG 200 solution, both the ssDNA and the G-quadruplex have
macroviscosity; in the PEG 10000 solution, the G-quadruplex has nanoviscos-
ity and the ssDNA has macroviscosity; and in the PEG 35000 solution, both the
ssDNA and the G-quadruplex have nanoviscosity. The experimental results are
consistent with the theoretical prediction.
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Polycarbazole-titanium dioxide (PCz/TiO2-8) nanocomposite was synthesized
for the first time by in-situ oxidative polymerization with ammonium per sul-
phate as an oxidizing agent in the presence of TiO2 nanoparticles and charac-
terized by SEM, TEM, FTIR, DTA and TGA techniques. The results of above
analysis confirmed that the incorporation of TiO2 nanoparticles in PCz indi-
cating the formation of the nanocomposite due to strong interaction between
TiO2 and PCz matrix responsible for enhancing the properties as compared
to pristine PCz. The PCz/TiO2-8 nanocomposite was tested for antimicrobial
activity and was found to exhibit the activity against gram negative as well
as gram positive strains at micromolar concentrations. SEM and TEM resultsshow that PCz has polymerized on the surface of the TiO2. The four types of
3D molecular field descriptors or field points as extrema of electrostatic, steric,
and hydrophobic fields are explained. These field points are used to define the
properties necessary for a molecule to bind in a characteristic way into a spec-
ified active site. A molecular docking simulation was used to predict the modes
of interactions of the drugs (PCz and PCz/TiO2-8) with DNA. The molecular
docking conclusion indicated that the modes of interactions between the two
(PCz and PCz/TiO2-8) and DNA helix can be regarded as groove binding.
Keywords: Titanium dioxide, SEM, nanocomposite, antimicrobial study.
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DNA is a highly programmable, self-assembling nanoscale material in which
reliableWatson-Crick basepairing enables the rational design of nearly arbitrary
molecular architectures for use as chromophore, nanoparticle, and RNA scaf-
folds, cellular delivery vehicles, and fluorescent reporters and probes. Because
the cost of synthesis per DNA object is high and structural validation is time
consuming and limited, we previously introduced a computational framework
to enable the in silico prediction of 3D structure from programmed secondary
sequence. However, that approach assumed that neighboring DNA helices
were programmed to assemble into either square or honeycomb parallel lattices,
greatly limiting the diversity of DNA objects that could be designed. To over-
come this limitation, here we introduce a generalized computational framework
that reads as input programmed secondary structural elements including du-
plexes and four-way junctions to predict 3D solution structure and mechanical
properties of folded DNA assemblies, free of any lattice-constraints on the final
folded structure.We demonstrate utility of the procedure by applying it to planar
and hemispherical concentric rings, curved tile-based ribbons, and a 3D crystal
of tensegrity triangles. Results are compared quantitatively with experimental
AFM, TEM, and X-ray diffraction data when possible. The present approach en-
ables 3D structure prediction of programmed DNA assemblies that have an
increasing number of applications in biomolecular science and technology.
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Molecular simulation of long time-scale dynamical motions of proteins and
DNA/RNA assemblies is currently impossible using all-atom approaches. In
order to partly overcome this limitation, Normal Mode Analysis (NMA) is
commonly applied in vacuum to molecular assemblies to enable the calculation
of large length-scale molecular motions, albeit with no feedback on their func-
tionally crucial relaxation time-scales in solvent. Moreover, vacuum Normal
Modes may differ substantially from Brownian Modes because linearized mo-
lecularmotions in solvent are typically over-damped,whereas vacuumNMAas-
sumes purely harmonic, inertia-dominated motion. To overcome the limitations
associated with vacuum NMA, we introduce here a linearized Brownian Dy-
namics framework that enables the simulation of the over-damped motion of
high molecular weight protein, DNA, and RNA assemblies based on the finite
element method. We apply the procedure to simulate microsecond over-
damped dynamics of Taq polymerase and programmed DNA nanostructures,
and compare quantitatively BrownianMode shapes with corresponding vacuum
Normal Mode shapes, as well as analyze their respective relaxation time-scales.
The present computational framework enables the simulation of long time-scale
conformational dynamics of highmolecular protein, DNA, and RNA assemblies
in solvent that are inaccessible to all-atom approaches even on super-computers.
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Magnetic tweezers are a force and torque transduction tool ideal for probing
single biological molecules whose function depends upon topological twisting,
